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ABSTRACT
Data–driven solutions have long been keenly sought after as tools for driving the 
world’s fast changing business environment, with business leaders seeking to enhance 
decision making processes within their organisations. In the current era of Big Data, 
applications of data tools in addressing global, regional and national challenges 
have steadily grown in almost all fields across the globe. However, working in silos 
has continued to impede research progress, creating knowledge gaps and challenges 
across geographical borders, legislations, sectors and fields. There are many examples 
of the challenges the world faces in tackling global issues, including the complex 
interactions of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) and the spatio–temporal 
variations of the impact of the on-going COVID–19 pandemic. Both challenges can 
be seen as non–orthogonal, strongly correlated and requiring an interdisciplinary 
approach to address. We present a generic framework for filling such gaps, based on 
two data-driven algorithms that combine data, machine learning and interdisciplinarity 
to bridge societal knowledge gaps. The novelty of the algorithms derives from their 
robust built–in mechanics for handling data randomness. Animation applications on 
structured COVID–19 related data obtained from the European Centre for Disease 
Prevention and Control (ECDC) and the UK Office of National Statistics exhibit great 
potentials for decision-support systems. Predictive findings are based on unstructured 
data–a large COVID–19 X–Ray data, 3181 image files, obtained from GitHub and 
Kaggle. Our results exhibit consistent performance across samples, resonating with 
cross-disciplinary discussions on novel paths for data-driven interdisciplinary research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Drawn to address global challenges–poverty, health, inequality, climate change, innovation, 
environmental degradation, peace and justice, the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDG) have, since their inception in 2015, remained at the centre of development 
strategies for central and local governments, businesses and institutions across the world 
(United-Nations 2015). The impact of COVID-19 is felt across the sectors and areas that 
describe the SDG (Rothan & Byrareddy 2020). While tackling global challenges of this nature 
naturally entails efforts from across disciplines, sectors, borders and legislations; silo working 
continues to dominate research initiatives in many fields, constantly creating knowledge gaps. 
The COVID–19 pandemic–a typical example of a global challenge, has reminded us of such 
gaps in our knowledge, requiring even stronger collaborative and interdisciplinary data-driven 
initiatives to fill. Despite its devastating impact on our ways of life, it has been argued that 
COVID–19 has presented us with an excellent opportunity for accelerating attainment of the 
SDG through data–driven technologies (Pan & Zhang 2020), particularly because COVID–19 
is happening amidst data deluge and growing capabilities in handling Big Data (Wang et al. 
2020). Different countries have been dealing with the pandemic using different strategies, and 
the need for sharing data across geographical borders has never been greater.

One of the main issues researchers face and will continue to face in the future is spatio–
temporal variations and their impact on the conclusions we reach on data-driven solutions. 
Despite the devastating effects, the spatio-temporal variations of COVID–19 present an 
excellent opportunity for the research community to bridge knowledge gaps in addressing 
societal challenges through interdisciplinary data modelling. As data-driven solutions are 
dependent on the stability of the underlying data modelling assumptions, knowledge gaps 
inevitably arise when the assumptions are violated. We present a generic framework for filling 
such gaps, based on two data-driven algorithms that combine data, machine learning and 
interdisciplinarity to bridge societal knowledge gaps by highlighting timing and conditions for 
interventions. Using structured COVID–19 data obtained from the European Centre for Disease 
Prevention and Control (ECDC); data on its impact, obtained from the UK Office of National 
Statistics, and unstructured imagery COVID–19 X–obtained from GitHub and Kaggle, we present 
two algorithms–one for animation and visualisation and the other for enhanced classification 
based on an adaptive Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model.

Novelty of the paper is embedded in the two algorithms–both adapted from the Sampling-
Measuring-Assessing (SMA) algorithm for addressing data randomness, originally developed 
by Mwitondi et al. (2018a, b, 2020) for modelling structured data based on statistical model 
fitting and evaluation. The adaptation in Section 2, resonates with cross-disciplinary research 
discussions in tackling global challenges. The paper is organised as follows. Section 1 provides 
an introduction, motivation, research question and objectives. Section 2 presents the methods–
framework, data sources and modelling techniques. Section 3 presents the analyses and 
Section 4 concludes the work and highlights new directional paths for research.

1.1 RELATED WORK

As noted above, this work was motivated by Big Data Modelling of SDG (BDMSDG) (Mwitondi 
et al. 2020, 2018a, b) and, particularly, by the way COVID–19 has impacted our ways of life 
(Zambrano-Monserrate et al. 2020, Bartik et al. 2020). The complex interactions of the SDG, the 
magnitude and dynamics of their data attributes as well as the deep and wide socio–economic 
and cultural variations across the globe present both a challenge and an opportunity to the 
SDG project. These attributes impinge on data–driven solutions as they contribute to not only 
data randomness but also to variations in underlying data relationships and definitions over 
time, commonly known as concept drift (Zenisek et al. 2019). It is, therefore, reasonable to align 
the spatio–temporal variations of the impact of COVID–19 with the potential to bridge societal 
knowledge gaps and gain a better understanding of the challenges we face through data–driven 
solutions. Data variations have been extensively studied and this work draws from existing 
modelling techniques such as the standard variants of cross-validation (Bo et al. 2006, Xu & 
Goodacre 2018) and permutation feature importance (Galkin et al. 2018). The work derives from 
statistical models like bagging and bootstrapping, which either rely on aggregation of classifiers 
or sample representativeness (Mwitondi et al. 2019). The SMA algorithm’s superiority lies in its 
built–in mechanics for efficiently handling data randomness (Mwitondi et al. 2019, 2020).

https://doi.org/10.5334/dsj-2021-036
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Since the onset of the COVID–19 pandemic, data visualisation tools have become increasingly 
common across the world. Many pre-existing dashboards like Our World in Data (Roser et al. 
2018), the World Bank Group (WBGroup 2018), Johns Hopkins University Coronavirus Resource 
Center (CRC 2021) and the Millennium Institute (MI 2021) have developed tools for mapping 
the pandemic across the globe, some in near real-time. Figure 1, captured from the Johns 
Hopkins University COVID–19 dashboard on 7th July 2021 at 17:21 hrs, displays cases, deaths 
and vaccine doses administered by country as well as other data attributes via the menu items. 
While this kind of pattern visualisation is informative of the direction the pandemic is taking, just 
like the aforementioned tools, it is essentially an enhanced descriptive statistics generator. Its 
reliance on country–specific data accuracy leaves many unanswered questions. For instance, 
does it truly reflect data collection and reporting in all countries displayed? Does it provide a 
better understanding of the challenges we face? For answers to these and many other general 
questions, Zhang et al. (2014) recommend a bottom–up approach. Accuracy, completeness, 
consistency and other aspects of data quality have been widely studied and they remain a 
focal point in many fields (Cai & Zhu 2015, Zhang et al. 2017).

The advent of dashboards has prompted further thinking on how they can be used 
for enhancing decision making processes by increasing transparency, accountability, 
stakeholders’ engagement, governance and institutional arrangements Matheus et al. (2020). 
Our work focuses on how to complement accessible descriptive data, through dashboards 
or otherwise, by modelling techniques to support decision making processes. It is guided by 
spatio-temporal variations in gaining insights into how different societies have been impacted 
by the pandemic.

This paper proposes an interdisciplinary approach for addressing the foregoing general 
questions based on structured and unstructured data modelling methods. The former is an 
interactive data animation and visualisation tool with a built-in ability to fire warning alerts, 
while the latter provides a predictive power using imagery data.

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION AND OBJECTIVES

Spatio–temporal variations and data randomness are some of the main factors known to 
impinge on the conclusions we draw from data–driven solutions (Mwitondi & Said 2013). This 
work combines the power of Big Data, machine learning and interdisciplinarity to address 
those issues. Using real–life examples based on COVID–19 pandemic data, we examine 
how country–specific approaches to global challenges fit in the global prism of data–driven 
solutions. We seek to answer the question: How do spatio–temporal variations resonate with 
interdisciplinary tackling of global challenges? To answer the foregoing question, we set the 
following objectives.

1. To illustrate the efficacy of national level multi–dimensional visualisation of COVID–19 
impact on societies.

2. To demonstrate the efficacy of combining data, techniques and skills in an 
interdisciplinary context.

3. To use multi-dimensional data visualisation in a two-dimensional space for timely 
decisions on the impact of the pandemic and other societal challenges.

Figure 1 A Johns Hopkins 
COVID–19 visualisation 
dashboard.

(Source: https://coronavirus.jhu.
edu/map.html)

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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4. To provide practical implementations of a robust machine learning algorithm, with built-
in capabilities for accommodating interdisciplinary skills.

5. To highlight a roadmap for aligning national strategies to the global prism of data–driven 
solutions.

1.3 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

The paper’s novelty derives from applied mechanics of Algorithms 1 and 2, within the context 
of the data-driven framework in Figure 2 and the implementation flow in Figure 3. Its main idea 
hinges on data randomness that characterises all learning models as a major cause of spatio-
temporal variations, as described in Mwitondi & Said (2013). Using COVID-19 illustrations, 
the application highlights paths for combining domain knowledge, data, tools and skills in 
addressing global challenges across the SDG spectrum. Based on evidence from literature, we 
highlight the following aspects of contribution to knowledge.

1. Addressing Data Randomness: Leading to enhanced modelling techniques for decision 
support systems.

(a) Animation: Multi-dimensional visualisation of data attributes in 2-D space, allowing 
for manual or automated intervention via Algorithm 1, is an enhanced data-driven 
decision support system that is not provided by any of the tools discussed under 
related work in Section 1.1. Algorithm 1 is adaptable to a wide range of applications 
and COVID-19 is used as a special case to illustrate its mechanics.

(b) Model Optimisation: Rather than just averaging an ensemble of models to reduce 
variance (as in the bagging case) or evaluating surrogate models, Algorithm 2 
combines cross-validation, bagging and step-wise assessment based on updatable 
parameters (model weights, in this case), exhibiting a robust performance of 
the algorithm. Application of CNN on COVID-19 data to illustrate robust data-
driven solutions for global challenges, Algorithm 2 is adaptive to a wide range of 
techniques–unsupervised and supervised.

2. Applications: A novel approach towards application in the context of SDG initiatives.

(a) It complements dashboard descriptive data, in an interdisciplinary context as shown 
in Figure 2.

(b) Spatio-temporal variations provide insights into how different societies have been 
impacted by the pandemic. Researchers focusing on other SDG-related challenges 
can easily adapt the mechanics of the two algorithms and the data-driven generic 
framework to their specific needs in search of robust performance.

The study methodology is based on structured and unstructured data. Its basic ideas are in the 
Sample-Measure-Assess (SMA) algorithm originally developed for structured data (Mwitondi 
et al. 2020, Said & Mwitondi 2021).

2 METHODOLOGY
The section hinges on addressing data randomness that characterises all learning models and 
it is organised as follows. Section 2.1 provides a data–driven generic framework for addressing 
societal challenges from an interdisciplinary perspective, using sophisticated data modelling 
tools. It is followed by a data description in Section 2.2 and an outline of the implementation 
strategy in Section 2.3.

2.1 A DATA-DRIVEN GENERIC FRAMEWORK

Figure 2 highlights the overlap of global challenges, data and relevant skills, from which the 
motivation of this work derives. It constitutes a logical relationship between the three categories 
that are fundamental in addressing cross–sectoral or global challenges, with its overlapping 
components forming the basis for addressing data randomness, as presented in Section 2.3. 
The intersections #1 through #4 are crucial as they resonate with the interdisciplinary approach 
to problem solving. For example, #1 and #4 relate to aspects of data science, while #2 and #4 
may relate to specific knowledge domains. Similar interpretations can be made for #1, #2 and 
#4 or the other tripartites.
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Interdisciplinary approaches to tackling global challenges, combining domain knowledge, 
data, tools and skills are well-documented. In recent years researchers have focused on 
integrating different sources of knowledge across the broad spectrum of SDG, with poverty, 
food security, gender equality, health, education, innovation and climate change standing 
out (Mwitondi et al. 2018b). One good example would be the ongoing debates on the role 
of disparate knowledge sets and expertise in managing the impact of climate change which 
expose cross-sectoral gaps in learning about data, national policies and various aspects of 
science as outlined in Pearce et al. (2018). COVID-19 delivers an even better example of 
the need for interdisciplinarity in tackling global challenges. Evidence of direct correlation 
between environmental pollution and contagion dynamics imply that interdisciplinarity 
is required in understanding the pandemic’s contagion diffusion patterns in relation to 
multiplicity of environmental, socio–economic as well as its geographical diversity (Bontempi 
et al. 2020). This is particularly important, since COVID-19 has generated arguments 
and counter-arguments on how it should be managed–from balancing societal health 
and economic aspects to vaccine uptakes and their ramifications on social interactions. 
Apparently, detaching the categories creates knowledge gaps and the more they overlap, the 
more cohesive knowledge is attained. These dynamics inevitably lead to data randomness, 
inherently affecting modelling results and hence the conclusions drawn from them. The 
setup naturally appeals to developing robust solutions for SDG challenges such as COVID–19, 
in which not only data variability abounds (Mwitondi et al. 2013), but also definitions and 
interpretations tend to vary over time, a phenomenon commonly referred to as concept 
drift (Tsymbal et al. 2008, Žliobaitė et al. 2016). Data randomness and concept drift present 
natural challenges to algorithmic learning, on which this paper focuses (Mwitondi & Said 
2021).

2.2 DATA SOURCES AND VISUALISATION

In the light of the impact of COVID–19 on SDG, data deluge and computing power, each SDG 
can reasonably be seen as a source of Big Data (Kharrazi 2017, Kruse et al. 2016, Yan et al. 
2015, Mwitondi et al. 2018a, b). For the purpose of this work, structured data came from the 
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) (ECDC 2020) and the UK Office of 
National Statistics website (ONS 2020). The former provided daily updates on cases and deaths 
per country based on a 14-day notification rate of new COVID-19 cases and deaths while the 

Figure 2 A diagrammatical 
illustration of the interaction 
of challenges, data and skills.
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latter provided multiple data files on business, industry and trade as well as on the general 
economy and on the dynamics on the labour market before and during the pandemic. 
Preparation of structured data for animation and visualisation required re-arranging the data 
points in such a way that the adapted Algorithm 1, described below, could iterate across 
attributes. Table 1 lists a typical choice of variables of interest. Notice that while this list satisfies 
the requirements for the illustrations in this paper, it is by no means exhaustive. Its elements 
are dependent on the problem at hand and must carefully be selected based on the data-
driven generic framework in Figure 2. In other words, variable selection is problem-dependent 
and it should be guided by expert knowledge in both the underlying domain and data analytics. 
Identifying the necessary skills and modelling techniques is also a function of the problem 
space. It is that multi-dimensional joint decision that defines the functionality of the framework 
in Figure 2.

The unstructured dataset is a large COVID–19 X–Ray collection of 1840 image files, downloaded 
from GitHub (Cohen et al. 2020) and 1341 normal X–Ray image files obtained from from Kaggle 
(Kaggle 2020). Sources of both structured and unstructured data used in this research are 
regularly updated, which makes it possible for the paper’s modelling results to be reproduced 
and updated. The adopted implementation strategy is based on a two–fold adaptation of the 
SMA algorithm as outlined below.

2.3 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

Adaptation of the SMA algorithm is two–fold. The first modification is for animation and 
visualisation, in search of informative COVID–19 patterns from multiple attributes in a two-
dimensional space. The second is for the classification of unstructured data using the 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model as described in (LeCun, Jackel, Boser, Denker, Graf, 
Guyon, Henderson, Howard & Hubbard 1989), (LeCun, Boser, Denker, Henderson, Howard, 
Hubbard & Jackel 1989) and (Fukushima 1980), which is also used to carry out multiple 
sampling of COVID–19 imagery data. Both adaptations have the potential for providing crucial 
information to decision makers.

2.3.1 SMA Adaptation for Animation and Visualisation

This adaptation is designed for carrying out animation and graphical data visualisation 
of selected variables, to reflect the multi-dimensional impact of COVID–19 in a two–
dimensional space. Its specific applications will vary and must typically be guided by the 
framework in Figure 2. For example, the choice of attributes to be animated and/or visualised 
will depend on the intended purpose of the study. Which variables to display and which cut-
off points to trigger which alarms are decisions that require underlying domain knowledge 
and not a purely data science problem. Algorithm 1 represents a simple variant of the SMA 
algorithm. It is designed to display multiple variables in a two–dimensional space, comparing 
relevant parameters and firing a message on meeting pre-specified criteria. Its mechanics 
are illustrated below, using the notation in Table 1, collectively featuring a super set of data 
sources Γ.

VARIABLES NOTATION DESCRIPTION AND RELEVANCE

Population δ Population affected by a phenomenon: This may be a national, regional or 
city population from which other variables are obtained

GDP ɣ Gross Domestic Product of a country: Vital for comparative purposes

Unemployment ξ Unemployment rate: Global, national, regional or city level

Location λ Where a phenomenon happens: Useful for spatio–temporal comparisons

Time τ Year, month, week, day etc: Useful for spatio–temporal comparisons

COVID–19 κ Deaths, infections, hospitalisation rates, variants

PPE π Personal Protective Equipment: Associated with COVID–19 etc.

Table 1 Typical variables of 
interest for animation and 
visualisation.
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The subset ø ⊆ Γ contains variables of interest, based on which the algorithm iteratively displays 
multi-dimensional data in a two-dimensional space, triggering alarms in accordance with pre-
set conditions. For example, as the unemployment rate in a particular borough in England 
reaches a specific level, e.g. ξ ≥ 3.5% while death rates are above 1000 per day, at time τ = t*, 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer may need to consider taking action on the furlough scheme, 
say. Presenting structured data in both visual static and animated forms, provides clear insights 
to stakeholders in addressing societal challenges such as COVID–19. The main focus is on both 
Γ and ø which will always need to be adapted to handle new cases. Practical illustrations of the 
algorithm’s mechanics are given in Section 3.1.

2.3.2 SMA Adaptation for Convolutional Neural Networks

Figure 3 provides a graphical illustration of our adaptation of the SMA algorithm in addressing 
data randomness via multiple model training, testing and assessing. The data repository is a 
large data source from which multiple training and testing samples are drawn, with or without 
replacement. Its data contents can be either structured or unstructured.

Algorithm 1 Adaptation of 
the SMA Algorithm (Mwitondi 
et al. 2020) for Animation & 
Visualisation.

1: procedure VISUALISATION(Access Data Repository or Superset of Variables)
2: Data Access Γ = {δ, γ, ξ, λ, τ, κ, π} Accessible Data Source
3: Select Variables to plot: φ ⊆ Γ
4: Define alarm triggering parameters as a set: ψ
5: Activate: install.packages("gapminder")
6: Activate: library(gapminder)
7: Activate: library(ggplot2)
8: while V �= ∅ do
9: α :=ggplot(V, aes(.))

10: Print α
11: if ξ ≥ a ∈ ψ and κ ≥ b ∈ ψ then
12: Trigger Alarm X
13: else
14: if γ

π ≥ m ∈ ψ then
15: Trigger Alarm Y
16: end if
17: end if
18: end while
19: end procedure

Figure 3 Graphical illustration 
of the CNN classification and 
assessment process.
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At the preparatory level, the investigator examines the overall behaviour of the data through 
visualisation, animation or other methods of inspection, such as outlier detection and missing 
values, in order to ascertain its validity for applying the adopted modelling technique. A machine 
learning model trained and tested on different training samples will typically yield different 
outcomes. Performance assessment is made on the basis of specific metrics generated and 
assessed via the two algorithms, as described in Section 2.3. Given a dataset with class labels, 
y, the SMA algorithm applies a learning model which, without loss of generality, we can define 
as in Equation 1

 ( )  ( )
,x y

F P x y


f fé ù= ¹ê úë û


 (1)

where  is the underlying distribution and P[ø(x) ≠ y] is the probability of disparity between the 
predicted and actual values. By repeatedly sampling from the provided data source, modelling 
and carrying out a comparative assessment of the results, the SMA algorithm provides a unifying 
environment with the potential to yield consistent results across samples. For classification 
problems, it proceeds by training and validating the model in Equation 1 on random samples, 
keeping the samples stateless across all iterations. Thus, multiple machine learning models 
are fitted, compared and updated over several iterations, finally selecting the best performing 
model based on the probability

 ( ) [ ], , , ,1 0D POP B POP D POP B POPP é ùY ³ Y =  Y -Y = D ³ê úë û   (2)

where [Δ] is the estimated difference between the population error ψD,POP and the validation 
error ψB,POP. Adaptation of the SMA algorithm is illustrated via Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN)–a machine learning technique, typically used for classifying image data such as the 
X–Ray data, in this case. Its original ideas derive from the work of a Japanese Scientist, 
Kunihiko Fukushima (Fukushima 1980), on neocognitron–a basic image recognition neural 
network and developed through the work of LeCun, Jackel, Boser, Denker, Graf, Guyon, 
Henderson, Howard & Hubbard (1989), LeCun, Boser, Denker, Henderson, Howard, Hubbard 
& Jackel (1989) into the modern day CNN via the ImageNet data challenge Krizhevsky et 
al. (2012).

A CNN model performs classification based on image inputs and a target variable of known 
classes of the images. It is typically composed of multiple layers of artificial neurons, imitating 
biological neurons, as graphically illustrated in Figure 4. It processes the convolution computing 
for the input multichannel extracting features on its plane.

Each convolutional kernel is convolved across the width and height of 2D input volumes from 
the previous layer, computing the dot product between the kernel and the input. If we let X be 
an n × n data matrix and W a k × k matrix of weights, which is a 2-dimensional filter with k ≤ n 
(see Figure 5), then

 

, , 1 , 2 , 1

1, 1, 1 1, 2 1, 1

2, 2, 1 2, 2 2, 1( , )

1, 1, 1 1, 2 1, 1

i j i j i j i j k

i j i j i j i j k

i j i j i j i j kk i j

i k j i k j i k j i k j k

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x

+ + + -

+ + + + + + + -

+ + + + + + + -

+ - + - + + - + + - + -

é ù¼ê ú
ê ú¼ê ú
ê ú¼= ê ú
ê ú¼ ¼ ¼¼¼ê ú
ê ú¼ê úë û

X  (3)

Figure 4 An architecture of a 
CNN model.
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where Xk(i,j) is the k × k submatrix of X and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n – k + 1. Now, given a k × k matrix Λ ∈ ℝk × k

 ( ) ,

1 1

k k

i j

i j

l
= =

L =å åå  (4)

We can then express the 2-dimensional convolution of X and W using the sums of the 
element-wise products as

 

( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )

( )( ) ( )( )

1,1 1, 1

2,1 2, 1

1,1 1, 11

k k

k k

k k

n k

n k

n k n k n k

é ù¼ - +ê ú
ê ú
ê ú

¼ - +ê ú
ê ú
ê ú= ¼ ¼ê ú
ê ú¼ ¼ê ú
ê ú
ê ú- + ¼ ¼ - + - +ê úë û

å å
å å

å å

X W X W

X W X W

X W

X W X W

 

 

 

  (5)

such that ( )( ) 1, 1
1 1

, .
k k

k i j wi j x a b
a b

+ - + -
= =

=å å åX W , for i, j = 1,2,3, … n – k + 1. It can be shown that the 
convolution of X ∈ ℝk × k is an (n – k + 1) × (n – k + 1) matrix (Zaki & Mera 2020). A CNN is driven 
by mathematical functions that calculate the weighted sum of multiple inputs to generate an 
output based on an activation value function.

We can envision a CNN output, yi,j,k as denoting the neuron output in the ith row and the jth 
column of feature map k of the lth convolutional layer. To get the convolutional values, we slide 
the kernel over the input data, multiplying the corresponding values and summing up and fill 
the matrix of the same dimension as the kernel, as shown in Figure 5. Note that the filter has 
reduced the input matrix to a smaller dimension of its size.

It is also important to consider the vertical and horizontal strides as they impinge on the 
model’s capability of feature capturing. The pooling layer reduces the dimensionality of the 
rectified feature map, using different filters to identify different parts of the image – like edges, 
corners, curves etc. Flattening converts the 2-D arrays from the pooled layer into a one-
dimensional vector. The Fully Connected layer then receives this as input, for classifying the 
image. A 2 × 2 pooling layer, filtering with a sliding of 2 downsamples at every depth of the 
input discards 75% of the activations. The Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) applies the activation 
function in Equation 6.

 
0, if 0

( )
, otherwise

x
f x

x

ì <ïï=íïïî
 (6)

which basically replaces negative values from the activation map by zero and adopting the 
actual values otherwise. Other activation functions like the hyperbolic tangent and the sigmoid, 
in Equation 7, are also commonly used.

Figure 5 Convolutional values 
are obtained by sliding the 
kernel over data.

https://doi.org/10.5334/dsj-2021-036
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( )
1

( )
1

f x
e x-

=
+

 (7)

Central to the performance of the CNN is its architecture. Figure 4 exhibits a typical structure 
of a CNN model, consisting of the input, convolutional, pooling and the fully connected layers. 
Each input is weighted in a similar way as are the coefficients in a linear regression model. CNN 
models are trained using an optimization process, driven by a loss function that calculates the 
classification error. The maximum likelihood methods is a framework that describes the loss 
function choice. Other common methods include the cross-entropy and mean squared error. 
Typically, a CNN model is trained using the stochastic gradient descent optimization algorithm, 
via which the weights are updated by back-propagating the error. That is, the model with specific 
weights performs predictions and the resulting allocation error is calculated. At every epoch, the 
weights are changed to improve performance at the next stage. Equation 8 shows how each 
weight expresses the rate of change in the total loss (L), as the weight (w) changes by one unit.

 
( ) ( )

0
lim
dw

L w dw L wL
w dw

é ù+ -¶ ê ú= ê ú¶ ê úë û
 (8)

As with all models that learn rules from data, performance of the CNN is associated with 
variations due to data randomness (Mwitondi et al. 2013, Mwitondi & Said 2013). Hence, our 
CNN implementation will draw multiple samples from the data sources in Section 2.2 in order 
to attain a generalised performance and attain model robustness.

A number of factors are known to affect the accuracy of CNN–they include the network’s 
number of layers, number of neurons and the learning rate–see, for instance, Géron (2019), 
Rawat et al. (2020), Wang et al. (2019). These parameters impinge on the model’s accuracy 
and loss–two crucial parameters to the performance of CNN–accuracy and loss. The former is 
the number of correctly predicted data points as a proportion of the total number of predictions. 
Loss is the quantitative measure of deviation or difference between the predicted and actual 
values–it measures the mistakes the CNN makes in applying Equation 1 to any given dataset. 
Due to the random nature of the sampled data, the accuracies and mistakes the model makes 
will vary. We shall be seeking to stabilise these variations across samples, using our adaptation 
of the SMA algorithm as shown below. Thus, the second adaptation of the SMA algorithm, 
described below, conditions these random samples to the foregoing parameters and varying 
proportions of training, validation and testing samples for CNN classification. Different strategies 
to reduce the learning rate during training are known, including those outlined in Table 2.

Algorithm 2 experiments with as many learning rates as possible in search of an optimal model 
and it only stops once it is evident that the changes have no much impact on the parameters δt 
and δt, i.e., changes in the training and validation errors respectively. To arrive at the best model 
at step #36, the CNN model runs with a check point that monitors both training and validation 
accuracy, saving the best weights and reporting each time performance improves. In Python 
checkpointer = ModelCheckpoint(filepath=”best_weights, monitor = ‘accuracy’, save_best_
only=True) is called by the best CNN fit as an argument alongside other training and validation 
parameters and number of epochs.

STRATEGY FORMULATION DESCRIPTION

Power Scheduling 0  ( )
(1 )

t
t
k

n

h
h =

+

The learning rate η0, the steps k and the power ν are 
typically set to 1 at the beginning. The learning rate 
will keep dropping at each step, much faster in the 
early stages than later on. Fine tuning η(t) is one of 
the functions of the algorithm.

Exponential Scheduling

0( ) 0.1
t
kth h= ´

A much faster option for reducing η0, which drops by 
a factor of 10 every k steps. The researcher can fine 
tune the constant 0.1 to suit their needs

Piecewise Constant Scheduling η(t) = 0 for 10 
epochs

A constant η0 for a number of epochs (e.g. η0 = 0.2 for 
k = 10 then η0 = 0.1 for k = 30 etc).

Performance scheduling Ɛv Validation Error: Measuring it helps decide on reducing 
η0 by a specified factor when δv stops dropping.

Table 2 Strategies for 
Reducing Learning Rate.
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While the implementations in Section 3 were carried out by a combination of R and Python 
libraries, the two algorithms are amenable to any data analytics tool. Our animation and 
visualisation in Section 3.1 were driven by the gapminder package in R, hence their explicit 
inclusion in Algorithm 1 but, again, these steps are transferable to other packages and libraries. 
The same applies to the implementation in Section 3.2, which was carried out in Python’s Keras.

3 ANALYSES
Analyses in this section are two–fold. Section 3.1 presents graphical images captured from 
animated patterns for the structured data and Section 3.2 presents unstructured data results, 
based on a CNN model. The section also provides discussions on the impact of the digital divide 
(Ramsetty & Adams 2020) in the fight against COVID–19.

3.1 DATA VISUALISATION

The UK Office for National Statistics (ONS 2020) data repository has datasets going back many 
years, but we examine data on employment and the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for the last 
2 years before and through the pandemic. The plots in Figure 6 are selected animation patterns 
from the period 2008 to 2020. They exhibit GDP and labour market patterns for the first and 
second quarters over the period–i.e., before and during the pandemic. Because of the furlough 
scheme introduced by the UK Government at the beginning of the pandemic, unemployment 
between the two quarters of 2020 appears to be at the same level, but there is a huge variation 
between the two GDP figures.

Algorithm 2 Adaptation of the 
SMA Algorithm (Mwitondi et al. 
2020) for CNN Classification.

1: procedure CNN CLASSIFICATION OF IMAGERY DATA
2: Set Ω : Large data source of imagery data
3: Initialise R := {n1(t), n2(t), n3(t)} CNN Model Learning Rates
4: Initialise:M := {µ1, µ2, . . . µk} Model Architecture
5: Initialise:St ⊂ Ω Training sample without replacement
6: Initialise:Sv ⊂ Ω Validating sample without replacement
7: Initialise: εt := ∅ Training sample error
8: Initialise: εv := ∅ Validation sample error
9: Initialise: lt := ∅ Training loss

10: Initialise: lv := ∅ Validation loss
11: Initialise:ψ∗ := ∅ Model weights
12: Initialise: δ∗t := ∅ Training error changes vector across epochs
13: Initialise: δ∗v := ∅ Validation error changes vector across epochs
14: while i ≤ m do
15: for j := 1 → n do
16: Fit M[i] CNN models in set M
17: ε∗t ← εt[ij]

∗ Update training error vector
18: ε∗v ← εv[ij]

∗ Update validating error vector
19: δ∗t ← δt[ij]

∗ Update training error changes vector
20: δ∗v ← δv[ij]

∗ Update validating error changes vector
21: Plot δ∗t and δ∗v
22: Plot εt and εv
23: if lt � lv or εt ↓ while εv ↑ then
24: Over-fitting
25: else
26: if lt � lv or εt ↑ while εv ↓ then
27: Under-fitting
28: if lt ≈ lv and εt ≈ εv then
29: Retain ψ∗

30: end if
31: end if
32: end if
33: end for
34: Update ψ∗ with weights from M[i]
35: end while
36: Output the Best Model P︸︷︷︸

x,y∼D

[φ (x) �= y] with ψ∗

37: end procedure
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Figure 7 shows the number of deaths involving and not involving the coronavirus (COVID-19) in 
Wales and selected regions of England, occurring between 1 March and 31 July 2020. The data, 
obtained from the UK Office of National Statistics show that the highest deaths occurred in the 
South East–with 18.7% of the total 39,154 deaths being COVID–19 related. The lowest number 
of deaths occurred in the North East, but with 20.9% of the total 13,507 deaths being COVID–19 
related. London had the highest proportion of COVID–19 related deaths–i.e., 30.6% of the total 
27,908. Due to the effect of the lockdown and other measures, the number of deaths went 
down in July, but the South East and the North East maintained their respective statuses–
highest and lowest. Typically, a COVID–19 related death will be one that has COVID–19 
appearing on the death certificate. It is therefore important to note the inherent randomness 
in interpreting these statistics, as it has an impact on the patterns.

The six panels in Figure 8 show the number of COVID–19 related cases and deaths in Brazil, 
France, Italy, Japan, South Africa, US and the UK. They are captured from an animation model 
run on the data in Section 2.2. This kind of data visualisation enables researchers to view up to 
five data attributes in a 2–D plot, with the option to interrupt animation to capture a desired 
part of the data. As noted earlier, by inserting a conditional check in Algorithm 1, the animation 
can be used to trigger a warning alarm or raise an alert about some good news.

Figure 7 Recorded deaths 
in parts of the UK between 
March and July 2020.

Figure 8 Images captured 
from animated plots for the 
first 7 months of 2020.

Figure 6 GDP and 
unemployment patterns for 
selected 1st and 2nd quarters 
over the period 2008–2020.
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All three data visualisation examples in Figures 6 through 8 are prone to data randomness, 
which analysts need to pay attention to. For example, the ECDC acknowledges that the data 
might not be very accurate, as the calculations by the ECDC Epidemic Intelligence are affected 
by variations in national testing strategies, laboratory capacities effectiveness of surveillance 
systems. This implies that reporting and hence monitoring and control of the pandemic will 
vary across regions, which underlines the need for collaborative work in managing global 
challenges.

3.2 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Under pandemic conditions, doctors and radiologists are under pressure to distinguish 
COVID–19 X–Ray data described in Section 2.2 images. The output arrows in Figure 9 are class 
predictions from the input data. At different levels of convolutions, extracted features provide 
useful data for predicting the class of an image, which underlines differences in imagery 
representation under different machine learning conditions. While the application of CNN in 
modelling imagery data is not new, model optimisation challenges remain a focal point for 
research. It is in this context that we emphasise the need to adopt the interdisciplinary 
framework in Figure 2, for guiding data-driven solutions.

3.2.1 Training and Validation

Implementation of the adapted Algorithm 2 was driven mainly by Keras–a deep learning 
Application Programming Interface (API) running on top of TensorFlow–an open–source 
machine learning platform (Géron 2019, Grattarola & Alippi 2020). The open–source models 
were chosen in consideration of the interdisciplinary nature of the proposed methods, as they 
provide easy access to a wide range of stakeholders–beginners and experts alike (Zhang et al. 
2021). Further discussions on the relevance of interdisciplinarity to modelling mechanics of 
various machine learning models are in Section 3.3.2. As already noted, learning rules from 
data is inevitably associated with variations due to data randomness (Mwitondi & Said 2013, 
Mwitondi et al. 2013), which can negatively affect model performance. For generalisation and 
robustness, we adopted the SMA algorithm (Mwitondi et al. 2018a,b, 2020), taking multiple 
samples and conditioning each on the training and validation proportions as in Table 3.

Figure 9 A CNN model is 
trained on imagery data to 
perform classification based 
on known classes.

Table 3 Selected training and 
validation model accuracy 
based on 50 CNN epochs.

SAMPLE # TRAIN % VALID % TRAIN-
START

TRAIN-
CONVERGE

VALID-
START

VALID-
CONVERGE

1 80% 20% 87.98% 99.57% 20.99% 98.95%

2 70% 30% 88.79% 99.71% 95.99% 100.00%

3 60% 40% 90.68% 100.00% 83.99% 99.00%

4 50% 50% 87.00% 99.71% 94.99% 100.00%
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Training and validation data for the first run was split into 80%–20% respectively, running 50 
epochs on two classes with 744 training and 186 validation images. Other samples were of 
70% (training) and 30% (validation), corresponding to 651 images and 279 images respectively, 
60%–40% (558 training and 372 validation) and 50% for training and validation on 2 classes. 
All but the first sample started and converged at high training and validation accuracy.

The panels in Figure 10 correspond to model accuracy (left–hand side) and model loss (right–
hand panel). They are based on the training–validation split of 80%–20% respectively. In this 
case, both start with very high accuracy and quickly converge, after only ten epochs. The panel 
to the right shows the model loss–a quantitative measure of deviation between the predicted 
and actual values. This is the measure of the mistakes the CNN model makes in predicting the 
output. As the loss is approximately equal to validation loss, the model is perfectly fitting on 
both training and validation data, as can be seen on the left–hand side panel.

The two panels in Figure 11 are based on the training–validation split of 70%–30% respectively. 
In this case, while they start with high accuracy, it isn’t until about 25 epochs that the training 
accuracy converges while the validation accuracy continues to oscillate around 97%. In the 
panel to the right, the training loss exceeds validation loss up until 30 epochs, an indication of 
underfitting, but the model fits well at higher epochs, except for the two spikes.

Figure 10 Training and 
validation accuracy and 
loss patterns based on the 
80%–20% split.

Figure 11 Training and 
validation accuracy and 
loss patterns based on the 
70%–30% split.

Figure 12 Accuracy and 
loss patterns based on the 
60%–40% (top) and 50%–50% 
(bottom) splits.
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The two panels at the top of Figure 12 correspond to the 60%–40% split, while the bottom 
panels represent the 50%–50% split. In both cases, the training and loss rates are stable 
above 25 epochs, but the validation rates appear to be consistently oscillating, an indication of 
huge variations attributed to randomness in unseen data. In all plots in Figures 10 through 12 

attention is on the model’s consistency, i.e., whether the model is predicting the classes well. 
The panels to the right show the model loss–a measure of the mistakes the CNN model makes 
in predicting the output.

When training loss exceeds validation loss, we have the case of underfitting, a rarity. The 
most common scenario is that of over-fitting–i.e., when training loss is significantly less than 
validation loss, which implies that the model is adapting so well to the training data that it 
considers random noise as meaningful data. In other words, the model fails to generalize well 
to previously unseen data. The ideal scenario is when training loss is approximately equal to 
validation loss, as that would mean that the model is perfectly fitting on both training and 
validation data. It is important to note that while these technical issues are fundamental, 
interpreting data visualisation and modelling findings must always be considered in problem–
specific and interdisciplinary context.

3.2.2 Testing and Assessment

Ensuring that the CNN model performs well after training is crucial before its deployment on 
previously unseen data. The model was tested on new data and yielded convincingly high 
accuracy and consistent loss patterns. We did this by repeatedly running the CNN model with a 
“check point” via Algorithm 2, monitoring both training and validation accuracy, saving the best 
weights and reporting each time performance improves. The saved best weights (the model) were 
then used to predict the class of any previously unseen X–ray images as illustrated in Figure 13.

We assessed model performance based on the metrics inside Algorithm 2, measuring loss as 
the distance between the predicted and true values. Minimising this loss means making fewer 
errors on the data. In our binary classification, application we had access to probabilities of class 
membership and we computed the loss as the sum of the difference between the predicted 
probability of the real class of the test image and 1. Parameter tuning is necessary to achieve 
optimal results and different applications may require different tunings. However, this can 
generally be monitored at the model refinement stage in Figure 3. Adapting Equation 2 to a loss 
function informs how the model is performing. In a binary classification, anything above 0.5 will 
allocate to one class and to another class, otherwise. We used the loss function to evaluating 
how well the CNN model functioned through the algorithm in modelling our dataset. Figure 12 
exhibits a very low loss output, which indicates a good performance of the algorithm.

Figure 13 Accurate predictions 
of unlabelled new data for 
both positive and negative 
COVID–19 cases.
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3.3 DISCUSSIONS

Addressing global challenges is conditional on capturing relevant data attributes across areas 
of interest and making that data readily and equitably available to the international scientific 
and research community. For example, by admitting that some of the COVID–19 data might 
not be accurate, as it is conditional on regional and technical variations, the ECDC acknowledges 
that there are significant potential consequences in the decisions we take. In dealing with 
COVID–19 related data, the findings in Section 3.1 suggest that any comparisons should be 
made with care, possibly in combination with other factors like “…testing policies, number of 
tests performed, test positivity, excess mortality and rates of hospital and Intensive Care Unit 
(ICU) admissions.” In particular, such comparisons must be done by teams of data scientists, 
epidemiologists, and other medical and social experts.

Sustainability of our livelihood and natural habitat requires an adaptive understanding of the 
triggers of known and potential positive and negative phenomena we face. Thus, SDG monitoring 
in post COVID–19 conditions should reflect realities in a spatio-temporal context, focusing on, 
inter-alia, citizen science data, machine learning, IoT and mobile applications. We will need an 
interdisciplinary approach to respond to new challenges and exploit new opportunities in sectors 
like manufacturing, agriculture, business, health and education. Tracking global variations in 
recovery strategies in various sectors and addressing real-life issues like food security, innovation, 
productivity and many others, will be crucial. In the end, we look at the most important challenges 
and opportunities that researchers face when working with COVID databases (repositories). The 
success stories relate to interoperability, interdisciplinarity and free access.

3.3.1 Potential Extensions of Algorithm 1 Applications

Table 4 provides selected examples of the role of interdisciplinarity (Figure 2) in addressing SDG. The 
complex interactions of SDG present an ideal case for the mechanics of Algorithm 1. Given 
established interactions, the algorithm can be applied to monitor SDG at all levels–national, regional 
or global. Algorithm 1 provides scope for interventions based on automated multi-dimensional 
animation for a wide range of applications. More specifically, describing “what is interesting” (the 
basis for problem identification), is based on Figure 2–i.e., underlying domain knowledge, problem 
space and modelling expertise. In Algorithm 1, this amounts to identifying Γ and ø ⊆ Γ.

The impact of COVID-19 on SDG has recently been widely studied, particularly during the first 
18 months of the pandemic. In one recent publication, the pandemic is reported to have led 
to an unprecedented rise in poverty, in a generation, in parts of the world. For example, the 
Government of Bangladesh is said to have struggled to provide social safety net packages for 
marginalised groups, leading to a huge socio-economic inequality and exclusion (SDG #10) 
(IISD 2021). The three examples in Table 4 underline not only the SDG overlaps but also the 
need for interdisciplinary consensus in adapting and executing Algorithm 1.

SDG 
APPLICATION

RELATED ASPECTS OF 
DEVELOPMENT

INTERDISCIPLINARITY

SDG #1 
(Poverty)

1. Sustainable livelihoods

2. Access to basic social services

3. International cooperation

Various attributes describe poverty eradication & 
empowerment: The impact of poverty on women 
requires gender specialist intervention (SDG #5). 
Co-ordinated efforts between donors & recipients 
(SDG #17). Good health (SDG #3) and education 
(SDG #4) lead to productivity (SDG #9), improved 
income and reduced inequality (SDG #10)

SDG #9 
(Innovation)

1. Resilient infrastructure

2. Supporting economic development 
and human well-being

3. Research and development

4. Industrialisation

To deliver sustainable and resilient infrastructure 
countries need enhanced financial, 
technological and technical co-operation (SDG 
#17). Enhanced productivity in manufacturing, 
agriculture & services sectors requires quality 
education (SDG #4).

SDG #13 
(Climate Action)

1. Disaster risk reduction

2. Sustainable transport

3. Sustainable human settlement

4. National strategies

Climate action spans across SDG from multi-
disciplinary angles. Its key aspects include 
national strategies, disaster risk reduction, 
sustainable transport, sustainable cities & 
human settlement (SDG #11).

Table 4 Selected scenarios 
of interest for intervention 
through Algorithm 1.
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3.3.2 Potential Extensions of Algorithm 2 Applications

For Algorithm 2, variability derives from data, deployed models and model parameters. Like in 
all other applications, validity of the results is hugely influenced by Ω and model-specific 
parameters, which implies that interdisciplinarity plays a crucial role in identifying “what is 
interesting”. Table 5 highlights two examples for the rationale of the framework in Figure 2 in 
searching for optimal machine learning models–unsupervised or supervised.

For all learning models, the choice and/or tuning of parameters is inherently interdisciplinary. 
For instance, pre-specifying the number of clusters in the data hugely impinges on the 
performance of the K-Means algorithm, implying that this decision has to be made based 
on some level of prior knowledge of the phenomenon. In applying Algorithm 2 for K-Means 
clustering, these considerations must be made. For example, instead of using a single predefined 
number of centroids, multiple sets might be considered. For the second example, in Table 5, the 
convergence of the back propagation network in neural computing is a function of factors such 
as initial weights, learning rate, updating rule as well as the quality and size of training and 
validation data. The multi-parameter dependence yields different results, the interpretations 
of which determines whether the underlying problem is addressed or not.

Attaining model optimisation through training and validation is crucial for the performance of 
all learning algorithms, yet data randomness remains a major challenge to researchers. The 
plots in Figures 10 through 12 exhibit one common challenge in predictive modelling–attaining 
generalisation for which we need to avoid both underfitting and overfitting. They reflect the 
challenges of model optimisation and while they provide guidelines in selecting the best 
performing model, we can attain unified understanding of the concepts and work towards 
scientific consensus if we work collaboratively across regions and disciplines, openly sharing 
resources. Some of the general commonalities for addressing global challenges in problem–
specific and interdisciplinary contexts are summarised in Table 6.

MODELLING 
TECHNIQUE

 PERFORMANCE INFLUENTIAL 
FACTORS

INTERDISCIPLINARY INVOLVEMENT

K-Means 1. Data distributional behavior

2. Initial centroids

3. Distance function adopted

Data choice is problem-driven but it is vital to have 
thorough considerations as to “what is interesting” 
before, during and after clustering.

CNN 1. Topology/Architecture

2. Initial weights

3. Updating rule

4. Learning rate

5. Epochs

6. Data/Data augmentation

Data choice is problem-driven and while the decision 
on the architecture may initially be by a data 
scientist, underlying domain knowledge is crucial in 
interpreting the results. Parameter tuning image data 
augmentation, handling of over-fitting/under-fitting 
require interdisciplinarity.

Table 5 Selected examples of 
interdisciplinary involvement 
for machine learning.

COMMONALITIES FOCAL POINTS DESCRIPTION

Data 1. Data owners

2. Data managers

3. National Statistics Offices

4. Open access repositories

Making relevant data available to those who 
need it, when they need it

Computing 
Resources

1. High Performance Computing

2. Security

3. Internet of Things (IoT)

Providing robust, secure and versatile 
computing resources for users by both the 
public and private sectors

Skills 1. Data Science

2. Domain–specific knowledge

3. Interdisciplinarity

Adopting interdisciplinary approaches for 
the purpose of attaining unified solutions to 
global challenges

Strategies 1. Research collaboration

2. Students Exchange Programmes

3. Apprenticeships & Internships

4. Knowledge Transfer Partnerships

Devising institutional frameworks for 
sharing resources and knowledge through 
educational, vocational and research 
institutions

Legislations 1. Privacy (e.g., GDPR)

2. Cross–border data sharing

3. Access to computing resources

4. Patents and copy rights

Working towards operating open systems that 
talk to each other

Table 6 Basic considerations 
for data–driven approaches to 
addressing global challenges.
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For our sustainability and that of species around us, we are required to make right decisions at 
the right time. Co-ordinated initiatives are required in responding to global challenges that defy 
geographical boundaries and national or regional legislations. While the foregoing geo-political 
variations may not disappear overnight, the scientific community is duty bound to engage in 
co-ordinated studies for addressing the current and potential future global challenges.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper focused on addressing global challenges from a data modelling perspective, 
illustrating use cases based on the data-driven generic framework in Section 2.1 and the two 
adaptations of the SMA algorithm in Section 2.3. The adaptive nature of the two algorithms 
highlights the paper’s contribution to knowledge as outlined in an interdisciplinary context, 
highlighting where errors could occur in the process of knowledge extraction from data. The 
algorithms and the framework form a system with which actors–any users, addressing SDG-
related challenges interact to reach desired outcomes. Tables 4 and 5 present some of the 
preconditions which must hold for the use case to run. Identifying the triggers of the events for 
which data-driven solutions are entailed cannot be confined to a single discipline. The current 
circumstances entailed the illustrations based on COVID–19 related data.

Based on the objectives outlined in Section 1.2, the paper highlighted the potentials of 
combining underlying domain knowledge, on the one hand, and data science–technical 
skills and soft skills, on the other. It underlined the role of interdisciplinarity in addressing 
global challenges, and these were viewed in the context of SDG. There are many lessons 
from the COVID-19 pandemic, not least how we generate and share data. Generally, the 
five objectives in Section 1.2 were met. The X–Ray examples used in this paper present only 
very basics of deep and machine learning methods for biomedical imaging and related 
clinical data, which academic, biomedical and industry will need to explore further as a way 
of decreasing diagnostic errors and developing and scaling novel phenotypes to enhance 
precision in the medical research and related fields. We emphasised interdisciplinarity 
and data randomness because even though CNN models can detect patterns that might 
go unnoticed to the human eye, for all their power and complexity, they do not provide 
thorough interpretations of the imagery data. Further, they may perform poorly on previously 
unseen data. We observed that lessons derived from COVID-19 can help enhance our 
understanding of the mutual impact–positive and negative, resulting from our interaction 
with our environment.

There can be no better way to view the bigger picture than through the SDG initiative. Aspects 
of SDG like species facing extinction, hunger and poverty, low productivity, land degradation, 
gender inequality or gaps in health and education quality as well as technological achievements 
span across sectors and regions. These geo-political variations of SGD metrics reflect the inverted 
COVID-19 patterns in terms of data access and mitigation. The two algorithms–both relating to 
objectives 3 through 5, provide a range of opportunities in addressing societal challenges of the 
COVID–19 nature and others. This paper was prepared using open source data and tools. It is 
expected that it will stimulate novel discussions into the way the scientific community interact 
based on the elements in Figure 2 and Table 6.
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